I. Introduction.
The genus Planaria has long been known as possessing a remarkable degree of regulatory power. A great mass of experimental data regarding this form has accumulated which in later years has been supplemented by work upon related forms.
Thus far, however, work has been confined very largely to a description of the facts of regulation rather than interpretation and unification of the data. DI~IESCIr it is true, has been forced by his own experiments along this line to the conclusion that the vital proeesses follow other laws than those of chemistry and physics, but his views have not, thus far, met with general acceptance.
My own experiments during the last five years have naturally led me to formulate more or less definite conclusions regarding the phenomena observed, some of which have already been stated in my ,Studies on Regulation,, (CItlLD, (2) (3) (4) (5) .
Experiments on polyclads and rhabdoeoels form the basis for the ideas expressed in these papers but numerous experiments of my own upon the trielads and examination of the great mass of data already accumulated by others have convinced me that the facts are quite sufficient not only to warrant but to demand further attempts at interpretation and arrangement. Mo~GA~ and his students as well as others have given us a remarkable array of facts but the general conclusions m'e few. Except as concerns the relation between regeneration and adaptation MORGAN'S conclusions refer chiefly to particular cases and no general foundation for the interpretation of the many facts is established. Personally, I am inclined to believe that the phenomena of regulation afford us a deeper insight into the nature of processes concerned with the development of form and structure than any other field of investigation at present available. And as we become able in future to control these phenomena more fully and modify them experimentally a more complete analysis will be possible and more fundamental conclusions can be attained. It is perhaps needless to emphasize the fact that the results from this field must possess great significance in the general problems of biology.
But without making any unduly ambitious attempt at solution of the problems involved I desire simply to bring together certain facts some of which have already been discussed, and to show how readily they fall into line and permit interpretation from a certain point of view. This point of view is, in general, somewhat similar to that adopted by ttOLSIES ('04) in a general discussion of the same problem. As will appear later however, my position actually differs widely from that of HOLSIES.
II. The Methods of Regulation in Turbellaria.
From among the species of Turbellaria on which we have data regarding regulation a number have been selected as illustrating the differences in tile process of regulation in different cases. The forms selected are Bil~alium kewense, Ccstopla~a sp.~ Planaria maeulala, together with a Californian species which resembles it as regards regulative processes Planaria simplicissima, and Leptoplana tremellaris. With all of these forms except P. simplicissima I have performed extensive series of experiments.
Only a general account of the principal features of the regulatory process is attempted here. I hope to discuss at another time certain special phenomena which seem to me particularly important.
Bipalium kcwcnse.
This form, an extremely long and slender tropical land-planarian, marked with longitudinal dark stripes, occurs rather commonly in conservatories, having been introduced with tropical plants.
The replacement of lost parts is usually accomplished in this species with scarcely any outgrowth of new tissue from the cut surface, i. e., by redifferentiation of the old parts. Figs. i--~ show the course of regulation at the anterior end and Figs. 5--8 the change in proportion and the posterior end. Even the head is formed almost entirely posterior to the cut surface , though there is considerable proliferation and alteration of form and structure in the region concerned. The changes in proportion are great and rapid especially in short pieces from large worms . The only other aecouut of regulation in Bipalium so far as I am aware is that given by Molm:~ ('00a) with whose observations my own ag'ree in most respects. MoR~.~x's statements regarding the method of formation of the head are, however, not wholly clear to me, but as I understand them, he regards the process as one of growth of new tissue in the anterior direction fl'om the cut sm'faee, this growth being marked by an extension with the new tissue of the dark pigment bands which thus make it appear as if the head arose wholly, or almost wholly posterior to the cut surt~ee. In nay opinion there is absolutely no evidence that the pigment bands extend forward over a growth of new tissue. clearly it seems to me that instead of a forward growth of the pig-ment bands their anterior ends gradually disappear. In Figure 3 the position of the eonstriction indicating the neck at a time when the cut surface and file very small amount of new tissue growing from it are still visible is very convineing evidence that forward extension of the stripes does not occur. Sections which I have made of this region also show very clearly that no growth of tile pigment bands over new tissue takes place. The parts in the regions where the bands are present are flfily differentiated: only the minute terminal area is new undifferentiated tissue. Of course these regions do undergo later extensive proliferation and growth as they are transformed into the new head, but this does not ~lter the fact that they are posterior to the cut surface and that the head arises by a redifferentiation of an old part.
In certain series of experiments MoI~A~ destroyed with a hot needle a portion of the median pigment band at the anterior end of a piece and found that the lateral pigment bands ~,extended forward~ while the anterior end of the median band remained some distanee posterior to the head (~i~)lmax, '00a, Fig. V A--/t).
Ite interprets this result ~,to mean that the injury to the anterior end of the middle stripe has prevented its extension forward at the time when the other bands move forward into the region of the new head and neek~'. (Molm~tN, '00a, p. 570) . This experiment seems to me wholly unconvincing. Since the anterior end of the median stripe was destroyed tile lateral stripes necessarily appear to extel~d farther forward after eauteriz~ttion than the median stripe. Moreover, in the closure of the wound made by the needle the htteral stripes are carried around anterior to the end of the mediau stripe by the ('ontraetion which always occurs. In other words any apparent or real .extension<< fl~rward of the stripes which r is simply the result of the operation intended us a {.rneial experiment. Naturally as the pie~'e becomes longer and more slender the actual distance between the end of the median stripe and the anteri,~r end will increase unless the stripe is formed anew, which is not the case ibr a long time. The only extensk, n of the stripes is due to the change of proportion in the old parts, not to growth anteriorly over new tissue. As in other fi~rms (CmH~, 02, '03a, '05at the change in proportion is closely connected with the moventents of the piece and is, at least in large part, essentially a physical phenomenon, though a variety of internal Nnetional changes are of course conditbmed by it. Mol~-cax states that he was : unable to determb.e by means of injuries k.rchiv t'. Etit, wickia,tgsm echanik. XX. ~6 at different points whether the rate of elongation is the same throughout the entire piece<<. His conclusion is that ,>most probably it is nearly so since the decrease in breadth takes place at an equal rate at all levels<<. This last statement contradicts not only my observations but Monc~A~'s own figures. He gives several figures resembling more or less closely my Figure 7 and all showing that the decrease in breadth occurs much more rapidly in the terminal than in the middle regions. This point is of considerable importance for the understanding of the changes in proportion and is therefore emphasized. But the pieces with oblique anterior end afford very strong evidence in favor of the view that no forward extension of the pigment stripes occurs except so far as they share in the general elongation ~y nmteriM did not permit me to determine fully the relation between the position of the new pharynx in a piece and the level of the old body from which that piece was taken. A pharynx does develop, however, in the old tissue at a considerable distance from the ends.
We may, I think, regard it as established that regulation in ]3ipalium commonly occurs almost wholly by ,~redifferentiation,< in the old tissues and not by the differentiation of new tissue arising from the cut surface. In the formation of the head a considerable amount of ~>new~< tissue appears but this is practically all posterior to the cut surface. Under certain conditions, however, extensive outgrowth from the cut surface will take place in Bi2~alium. This and the conditions upon which it depends will be discussed elsewhere.
In general, the course of regulation in Stenostoma (CHILD, '02~ '03a) is similar to that in Bil)aIi~m; regulation in this form is "~ process of ,,redifferentiation,~ of parts of the old body, though probably here and in B@di~lm as regards the cells actually involved the process is, strictly speaking, a differentiation. In this ease no visible outgrowth of new undifferentiated tissue beyond the cut surface takes place.
Cestol)lana .~p.
Certain phases of tile pllem~mena of regulation in this form have been described in the Studies on I~egulation (Clm~i)~ '05b~ '05e). A few of the more important points are recalled here. Regeneration t?om a posterior cut surfaee is very slight the newly formed portion comprising merely the tip of the tail (Pigs. 13 and 14, 16 and 17) .
,96* The amount of this posterior regeneration does not vary appreciably with difference in level. Elongation and reduction in width of the parts anterior to the level of section occurs, and within a few days a new pharynx appears in the ,,,old~< tissue at a greater or less distance anterior to the level of section. Figures 14 and 17 show the position of the new pharynx at the earliest visible stage in a very short anterior piece ( Fig. 13 ) and in a piece comprising all of the prepharyngeal region (Fig. 16 ). In the short piece the new pharynx appears very near the posterior end while in the longer piece is at a much greater distance from this end. After the al)pearance of the pharynx the region posterior to it undergoes considerable increase in length (ef. Fig's . 14 and 15, also Fig's. 17 and 18 ) which must be due in part to actual proliferation in this region, though it is in some degree the result of the change in form of this part. In prepharyngeM pieces without the cephalic ganglia the results are much the same, except that the new plmrynx is farther from the posterior end. In postpharyngeal pieces which of course are deprived of the cephalic ganglia a new pharynx does not usually appear: in a few cases, however, it has been observed and always lies very near the anterior end of the piece (Figs. 19 and 20) , i. e. as far removed from the typical pharyngeal position as in prepharyngeal pieces but in the opposite direction.
Regeneration from an anterior cut surface varies greatly according" to the level of the cut surface (CHILD, '05 b). Removal of regions anterior to the eephMic ganglia is followed by complete regeneration of the missing parts as indicated in Figure 22 (ef. Fig. 21, 1) . If the level of section lies only a short distance posterior to the ganglia (Fig. 21, 2 ) new ganglia may be formed and regeneration is practically complete except as regards the region between the ganglia and the cut, which is not represented in the new tissu% for the new ganglia lie immediately anterior to the cut (Fig'. 23 ). Posterior to this region the amount of new tissue formed on an anterior cut surface decreases with increasing distance from the anterior end but a head is not regenerated. Figures 24, 25 and 26 show the maximal regeneration at the anterior ends of pieces cut at the three levels indicated by ~he transverse lines 3, 4 and 5 in Figure 21 .
As I have pointed out (CmLD, '05C)~ the appearance of the pharynx at some distance from the cut surface indicates that ,,redifferentiation<< or as I have designated it functional regulation in the old parts is going on. In such cases as Figures 14 and 17 the region posterior to the pharynx must be regarded as representing in some way and to some extent the postpharyngeal region of a typical specimen. I have called it the functional postpharyngeal region.
Taking this view we may sum up regarding' (i'.s~rJpla~.a as follows: regulation after removal of ~ posterior part is almost wholly a process of ,redifferentiation~ in the old tissues, only the extreme tip of the tail being ibrmed by the growth of new tissue from the cut surface. The size of the region involved in this regulatory process differs with the level of section. On the other hand, regulation after the removal of an anterior part consists almost wholly of regeneration; at levels anterior to, in, or not far posterior to the cephalic ganglia regeneration is complete or nearly so; posterior tc these regions a new head is never formed and regeneration decreases in amount with increasing distance of the level of section from the anterior end.
]'his peculiar combination of different regulatory processes in a single piece is of considerable interest, but although it occurs in other forms the significance has not been recognized heretotbre.
Pla~zaria macttlata and Certain Other Species.
The remarkable power of regulation in Pla naria maculata and related species has long been known and an extensive literature on the subject exists. For the present purpose it is sufficient, however, to call attention to cert'fin of the most important features.
In general it may be said that pieces above a minimal size from an)" region of the body except anterior to the eyes and perhaps the extreme lateral regions usually become complete worms within a few days. So far as I am aware M()~.N ('97) was the first to call attention to the thet that the actual regeneration gives rise only to the terminal portions of the part removed, not to the whole. The new pharynx in most cases arises in the old part, not in the new tissue formed at the cut surface.
The following general statement of MOn~AN'S ('98, ) is quoted as expressing his conclusions: ~.>The amount of new tissue is, in a general way, in proportion to the size of the piece. The larger pieces form more new material than do the smaller, yet certain important limitations must he made also to this too general statement. When the anterior end is cut off it is replaced by a new head, but only the head is formed at first, even if the part removed included nmeh more than the head. The new worm is: therefore much shorter than the original worm. This result may be expressed in another way; enough new material is added to the anterior end to form a new head and all the material is used up in the formation of this part. The question at once suggests itself, how do the new worms regain their normal proportions; for the pieces are too broad in proportion to their length and the new pharynx is much too near the anterior end. The answer to this question was found by measuring the worms from time to time, and the very surprising fact determined that slowly the shape of the worm is altered by the remodelling" of the old material.,< Doubtless MOa(~A~ would also adopt the same view with regard to regeneration at the posterior end of a piece, though I do not find that he discusses it.
In this same paper a series of experiments is described in which ten worms were divided into twelve pieces each by a series of transverse cuts and the regulation of the different pieces compared. No satisfactory figures of the results obtained are given and the conclusions are stated only very briefly, but it is evident that Mou~a~ noted the difference in position of the pharynx according to the level from which the piece was taken. In the most anterior pieces behind the eyes a ptm.rynx appeared near the posterior end largely in the new tissue, in pieces posterior to these in the old tissue near its posterior border, in the next series in the old tissue posterior to the middle, etc., and finally he states without making any distinction as to level that in all pieces posterior to the middle of the body the new pharynx appeared at or near the middle of the old part. But the account of this experiment is concluded with the following state-ment: ,,Again it will be noted that in all the pieces at the end of the experiment the pharynx is relatively much too near the anterior end of the new worms.~ There are several points of difference between MOI~(+Ax and myself that must be mentioned. MORGAN has not given evidence in support of tile statement that the amount of new material formed is in a general way proportional to the size of the part and none of his figures show this relation clearly so far as I am aware. According to my own observations for which the data will be given elsewhere, the relation between size of the piece and the amount of new tissue formed is by no means so simple. Moreover, the ,important limitations,< with which MORC~AN follows his own statement destroy most of its significance.
In view of the fact that a regenerated head or tail eat off will be replaced by a new one and that this operation may be repeated almost indefinitely, it is difficult to accept Mor, oax's conclusion that all the material is used up in the formation of the new head or tail. This cannot be the reason why regeneration ceases with the tbrmation of these parts.
Moreover, the statement that in all pieces the pharynx is too near the anterior end at the end of the experiment seems to me to be not only in total disagreement with the facts but with Mol,,'~x's own statement that in pieces from regions near the anterior end of the body the pharynx appears near the posterior end. In such pieces the new pharynx always appears a considerable distance posterior to the middle of the piece, :(nd while it does gradually approach the middle, I have never seen a case where it la3; much nearer the anterior than the posteri6r end.
As additional data and for comparison with the fig'ares of other species ~ series of figures from some experiments of my own on a Californian species of Plco~aria are given. This species is essentially similar in most respects to Play,aria mac~data as regards regulation and will serve therefore as a type for this method of regulation. The figures represent a series of pieces comprising the whole body of a single worm and of various sizes as indicated in Figure 27 length of head and of anterior and posterior new tissue, distance from anterior end to pharynx, length of pharynx, width of head, length of auricles, width of ~,neck,~, width at middle, and width at boundary between posterior new and o1(l tissue. The accuracy of the measurements is sufficiently evident from the similar relations between the two stages in all pieces. I believe it is impossible to obtain any adequate or exact idea of the processes of regulation in such forms as these without these extensive and frequently repe.~ted series of measurements. Omission of measurement is responsible for many loose and incorrect statements in previous work on these forms.
Without attempting full consideration of the points suggested by these pieces, attention is called to certain important features.
As regards the amount of new tissue formed at the postei'ior end of the pier it is clear that no direct relation between this and the size of the piece exists. The amount of new tissue is least in the largest piece (Fig. 39) though .~t an earlier stage the piece showed about as much new tissue as others. The present series is not especially favorable, however, tbr detailed consideration of this point since both size of the piece and level of the body are concerned. In order to obtain exact data we must c.mpare on the one hand pieces of different size with posterior ends at the same level of the body and on the other hand pieces of the same size with posterior ends at different levels. Series of comparisons of this sort which I have made indicate that while a certain influence of size exists the level of the body represented by the posterior end is the more irapc)rant factor. These points will be discussed elsewhere. As regards the anterior new tissue the ease is somewhat similar: the size of the new head depends in some degree .n the size of the piece as is clear from my fi~'ures, hut the influence of the level is complicated by certain physiological ,onditions in the region p~sterior to the pharynx, which afford indisputable evidence that there is a physiological, if not a visible morphological preparat-ion for fission.
The piece from the old pharyngeal region shown in Figures 36 --37 did not regenerate a head. As 5IoaoAx" and others have noted and as my own observations also show this failure to form a new head is frequent in pieces from this region. Discussion of the probable reasons for its occurrence is postponed to another time.
The first point of importance for present purposes is that neither the anterior nor posterior regeneration replace more than a small portion of the part removed, except of course where the pieces are nearly terminal. This has already been recognized by ~r as noted above. As regards the position of the pharynx, the level represented by the piece is the important factor. In pieces from the old prepharyngeal region the new pharynx is posterior to o1" at the middle (Figs. 28, 30, 32, 3z~) , being most posterior in the most anterior pieces (Fig. 28) and nearest the middle in pieces near the old pharynx (Fig. 34) . In pieces from the pharyngeal region the pharynx appears about the middle of the old tissue. In pieces posterior to the pharynx the position of the pharynx usually shows a totally different relation to level: When the anterior end of a postpharyngeal piece lies in the anterior half of the postpharyngeal region the pharynx appears considerably anterior to the middle (Fig. 38) no matter what the level of the posterior end, but if the piece lies wholly within the posterior half of the postpharyngeal region the pharynx appears, not in the extreme anterior part as might be expected, but in the middle (Fig'. 40 ). This conclusion is based on data from more than a hundred specimens including both P. maeulata and the Californian species.
As I hope to show later this peculiar relation, to which no attention has been paid by others, is connected with the occurrence of fission in these species.
In later stages an apparent migration of the pharynx toward the middle of the body, its typical position, occurs. This is indicated in most of the figures of later stages (Figs. 29, 31, 33, 35, 37, 39j but still later stages are more favorable. The apparent migration is undoubtedly the result of relative increase in size of one part of the body, either the postpharyngeal or the prepharyngeal, at the expense of the other, but it seems to me very improbable that any extensive migration of actual tissues takes place. The change concerns nutritive material rather than tissues. As is well known extensive changes especially in the intestine go on in the old parts in consequence of which the regions anterior and posterior to the new pharynx become respectively typical prepharyngeal and postpharyngeal regions, i. e., these regions undergo redifferentiation. In these species then both anterior and posterior regulation are a combination of regeneration and redifferentiation. The figures readily permit comparison with BipaliuJ~ and Cestoplana without further discussion.
Planaria simplicissima.
The species which ~[ORGAN has recently ('04b) called by this name is the same which in his earlier papers ('01 a, etc.) was called P. hcgubris. MOlmAX has used this form for experiment to a considerable extent, but [ have been unable to find it in the localities accessible to me, and hence depend upon his data. Figures (Fig. 43 of the present paper). The same piece produces at its posterior end a new tail~ containing a pharynx, and if the piece is fed this new part continues to grow longer, carrying the pharynx more posteriorly until an equilibrium is reached between the new and the old parts plus the new head. After this the entire piece will grow larger if the feeding" is continued. If the new worm is not fed the tail grows longer, but more slowly, and the old part continues to get narrower from side to side. The process goes on until the typical proportions of the parts are attained, that is until the new pharynx has been carried to its proportionate distance behind the head. If the piece is now fed it will enlarge at a proportionate rate in all its parts.
9 The middle piece B produces a new head at the anterior end. A new tail appears at the posterior end and a new pharynx appears in the middle of the old part in the old pharyngeal chamber (Fig. 44 of the present paper). The new parts at the two ends grow longer at about an equal rate; the head being carried forward as the result of new tissue appearing behind it. I have not nmde out where the region of growth lies in the posterior part, but to judge from what happens in the more anterior pieces, where the pharynx is carried backward by growth in front of it, it seems probable that the new growth in this ease also is near the base of the tail, or throughout the entire new part. If the piece is fed the two new ends grow rapidly, and the nfiddle part remains about the size it had been reduced to as a result of the first formation of new material at the two ends, or it may grow larger. If the piece is starved the old part is further reduced in size until an equilibrium is established. A smaller worm results.
,The posterior cross-piece C produces a head at the anterior end though it is very noticeable in this form (but not in P..maculata) that more new material appears before the head differentiates (and there is a delay of several days), as compared with the development of more anterior regions (Fig. 45 of the present paper). A short tail appears at the posterior end of the piece. A new pharynx appears just behind the head in the new part where the new and old parts are continuous. It lies at first almost in the head. New tissue eontinnes to develop in the anterior part, and as this growth takes place mainly between the head and the pharynx the former is carried further forwards. If the worm is not fed the old part decreases, especially in breadth, as the new part develops. If the piece is fed, the new parts grow faster, and the old part loses less, or may remain the same size. ,These results show that cross-pieces from different parts of the body regenerate in different ways. The old piece acts as a barrier and holds the same relative position in the new worm that it held in the old. The nature of the old piece is the determining factor in the subsequent growth in the new part. There is nothing, as far as could be foreseen, that would prevent an anterior piece growing with equal rapidity at the two ends in order to reach the symmetrical condition, but this does not occur ..... It is important to note that in both anterior and posterior pieces the region of growth lies in fl'ont of the pharynx.,, A little later the following" statement is made regarding' the appearance of the new pharynx anterior to the old tissue in pieces from the postpharyngeal region: ,The old piece has acted as a barrier preventing the new pharynx fl'om appearing at its proportionate distance fl'om the new head as would be more nearly the ease if ~t developed at the posterior cut edge. The result shows that the ordinary idea of polarity does not apply here, since a posterior structure --the pharynx --appears at the anterior end of a piece if this piece comes from behind the pharynx in the old worm. It is not simply a 'question of anterior and posterior ends of the crosspiece, but of the relation that this piece held to the parts of the original worm, that determine its action; and this is all the more important since it has been shown that from any part of the piece any part of the new worm may arise.,< Monc~a~'s conclusions regarding the position of the region of growth are it seems to me contradicted by the figures given above and many others in his paper. It is difficult to understand how a region of growth in fl'ont of the pharynx in the case of Figure 43 for instance can produce a long" postpharyngeal region such as this specimen possesses.
But matters of detail aside, the important point is that in this species regulation consists chiefly or wholly of the formation of new tissue from the cut surfi~ce :'rod the differentiation of this tissue into the missing pttrts, in pieces fl'om the middle region of the body, however, the pharynx does appear in the old part. The influence of the level which the piece originally occupied is very marked.
The position of the pharynx in pieces from different levels is exactly what may be expected in eases where regulation is chiefly regeneration. How this varying position of the pharynx is in any way connected with polarity as 5[O~GAX seems to believe it is, I cannot understand. This is no more a polar phenomenon than is the position of the pharynx in Pla~arict ~nac~data near the posterior end in anterior pieces and anterior to the middle in postpharyngeal pieces.
The differences in method of regulation between this and the forms previously described is clearly visible from the figures without further discussion. The question as to the conditions which determine these differences, especially such as exist between this form and the closely related 1 ). maculata is one of great interest; an answer to it must afford us an insight into the nature of the processes concerned. MOI~GAN, however, has made no attempt to consider it, having contented himself with pointing out very briefly what some of the differences are.
Leptoplana t~'emellaris.
The various features of regulation in this polyelad have been described iu certain of my Studies on Regulation (C~HLr,, '04a, '04b, '04e, '05a). The most important points are briefly reviewed here.
In general, regeneration is the chief method of regulation in Lcptoplana.
Posterior regeneration is qualitatively complete at all levels posterior to the middle of the cephalic ganglia and is also quantitatively complete provided the pieces are fed. In the absence of food the regenerating part grows at the expense of the old which is reduced and regeneration is greatly retarded or ceases in most eases before the new part attains its typical proportions. Anterior regeneration is complete only at levels anterior to the middle of the ganglia (Fig. 53 ). Posterior to the ganglia the amount of new tissue formed is no great and a typical head never results though if the level of section be near the ganglia some approach to head formation may occur.
Certain of my observations on the amount of regeneration at different levels of the body are important for present purposes. If, for example, we compare pieces from which posterior parts have been removed at three different levels (Fig. 46, 3~ 4 , and 5) we find that while in pieces without food the new part never attains the size of the part removed~ yet the relative, and in general the absolute amount of new tissue formed decreases with the size of the part removed. Figures 47, 48 , 49, 50, 51, and 52 show respectively an early and a late stage of regeneration from the three levels 3~ 4, and 5 in Figure 46 . It is evident at once that the amount of regeneration is relatively much greater in the smallest piece from which the largest portion has been removed (Figs. 47 and 48); next in order is the piece from which about half the body has been removed (Figs. 49 and 50) while the piece from which only the most posterior portion has been removed regenerates least of all (Pigs. 51 and 52).
In many cases the posterior regeneration from the prepharyngeal levels exceeds not only relatively but in absolute amount as well as that from the middle regions of the body; though in the cases figured (Figs. 47, 48~ 49, 50 ) the absolute amount is slightly greater in the larger piece but the difference is comparatively slight. If amount of material in the piece were the chief factor concerned we should expect that the smallest piece would show least regeneration, the largest most. It is evident that other factors are chiefly concerned here.
c.M. ehna
It will be noted that as regards posterior regeneration Leptopla~za is similar to Pla,zco '& sim2) liei.s.sima. There as here the amount of regeneration decreases with approach of the level of section to the posterior end of the body. As I shQwed in a previous paper (CI-HLD, '04b) the result is the same if the ganglia are removed in all eases tho'ugh in such pieces the total amount of regeneration is less at all levels.
But as regards anterior regeneration very different results are obtained. Regeneration from levels anterior to the eephMie ganglia or through their anterior hMf is complete (Fig. 53 ) at all levels posterior to the middle of the ganglia regeneration is very incomplete, only a small mass of new tissue which fills the concavity of the ('~ut surihce being produced , except in a few cases where section was made immediately p(~sterior to the ganglia, in which case a pointed outgrowth sometimes appeared which functioned in some degree like a head (Cau~)~ '()4 el. Moreover, iu postganglionie regions the amount of regeneration decreases with increasing distance from the ganglia. Figures 54--5'7 show respectively the total anterior regeneration from the levels 2, 3, 4, and 5 in Figure 46 . Here the effect of the nervous system upon anterior regeneration is more clearly marked than in Cestol)laJ~a for in that form regeneration of the ganglia themselves was possible at levels immediately posterior to them, though not fl'om those farther posterior.
In most of the potyelads examined and in a large number of fl'esh water rhabdoeoels with which I have experimented the process of regulation is essentially similar to that oecnrring in Le2)topl~t~a.
The Relation Between the Nervous System and Form
Regulation in Planarians.
In his first pal)er on regeneration BARDEEI, I ('00) stated that a portion of the central nervous system was necessary for the occurrence of regeneration in P#o~aria mac~data.
LILLIE ('01) showed that pieces of Dc~d~'ocoslum lacte~on from regions posterior to the pharynx reacted much less readily to stimuli than prephar~-ngeal pieces and that regeneration of the head, which takes place rapidly in prepharyngeal pieces does not occur in those ti'om the postpharyngeal region. He is inclined to believe that the external conditions at the anterior end, i. e., contacts, etc., occurring' during locomotion and other motor reactions may determine the formation of a head there. At any rate a relation of some sort between the nervous system and regeneration seems to exist, but I think it probable that the external conditions arc not as LILLIE believes the determining factors. Pieces of I'la~aria macalata although capable of coordinated locomotion often show scarcely a trace of movement when left undisturbed and may even become enveloped in slime until the new head and tail have developed to a considerable extent. 5I~l~(~:t~ ('01b'~ says, however, ,[ can state that a new brain develops even when none of the lateral cord is present,,. This statement refers to narrow pieces eat from the extreme lateral regions in Plamo'/a.
In a later paper~ BAm)~:~x ('03) reasserts his former view that a portion of the nervous system must be present in order that regeneration may occur and confirms it by various experiments.
Still more recently M<)nc+~t~-('04a) has again asserted that in l>oth P. mac~daht and i ~. sim2flieissima lateral pieces containing no portion of the longitudinal cords are able to produce new heads, and has confirmed his earlier statements by section of the specimens employed.
In several of the Studies on l~egulation (r '04:b~ '04~e, '05b, '05e) I have pointed out the close relation existing between the nervous system and form regulation in Lel)top/aJ~a and Ces~oplcma and in an earlier paper a similar relation was shown to exist in a peculiar process of regulation occurring in Stc~+vstoma. The probable nature of this relation has been discussed in those papers and it is sufficient here to recall my conclusion that it is essentially functional in character and not due to special formative or >>trophie,, stimuli. Experimental evidence in favor of this view which seems to me very AreMv t'. Entwicklungsmech~nik. XX. 27 strong was also given in these papers especially in the Studies on Leptoplana (CI~ILD, '04b, '04e).
The study of the motor reactions of the pieces affords a clue to the degree of eephalization present in the nervous system of various species and we find a remarkable parallelism existing between this and the character and amount of form regulation.
But the difference of opinion between BARDEEN and MORGAN requires brief consideration. In this connection I have redrawn The worm is shown in contracted condition. Even if these or other similar pieces which give rise to new heads lie wholly lateral to the longitudinal cords one point still remains to be considered: the longitudinal cords give off lateral branches and it is not impossible that these lateral branches might become united longitudinally or since the nervous system in Play,aria is not highly centralized, that the presence of the basal portion of' a branch would be sufficient to permit regeneration of a head. If the latter suggestion is correct we can readily explain the formation of heads along the cut surface of the piece instead of at its anterior end --a frequent occurrence --two heads being sometimes found in this position (Figs. 61 and 62) . if this is the explanation of these cases the formation of Leads in this position does not signify a change of polarity since the heads form at the central end of the p-trt of the nervous system present.
Figures 59 and 60 show cases in which the heads appeared at the anterior end or on the anterior portion of the lateral cut. Figure 59 is a piece fl'om t". maculah~, the others are from P. simplicixsima.
In a footnote MoR(~A~r ('04a, p. 693) calls attention to the fact that ~even in narrow lateral pieces some of the lateral nerve paths are present(r but regards their significance as doubtful. My own observations along this line --still unpublished --indicate that, both possibilities mentioned above, longitudinal union of the lateral branches and the formation of a new head about the basal portion of a single braneh~ are realized. Moreover, the longitudinal cords in planarians are not sh-trply differentiated from the surrounding tissues aud it is frequently iml)ossible to determine with certainty whether a piece contains a sm:tll part of the longitudinal cord. or not.
It seems probable then that the difl'eriug opinions of M()lt(~AN and BAItD~l,Za " can be reconciled. BARDEEN'8 statement that some part of tile central nervous system must be present in order that regeneration may occur is probably correct in a physiob)gical sense for in these forms the lateral branches of tile longitudinal cords 1)ossess in greater or less degree the fanctional characteristics of the central nervous system. On the other hand, Moac~a~'s statement that regeneration is possible in pieces containing no part of the hmgitudinal cords is also doubtless correct.
I have been able, moreover, in certain cases to correlate the repl.~cement of certain regions with the presence of particular regions of the nervous system. In Leptot)la;~a (CmLt), '04e) at least half of the cephalic ganglia must be present in order that complete regeneration of a head may occur. Posterior form regulation may, however, be qualitatively complete including the formation of a pharynx in both (:estodolana and Lc'l>toplana where the ganglia are totally "tbsent, but all new parts are smaller than when the ganglia are present. Moreover, quantitative correlations between regeneration and tim portions of the longitudinal cords present exist in Leptoplana.
In pieces containing the anterior part of the cords regeneration is 27* always greater in amount than in those containing only the posterior portions: the same is true as regards the anterior end in Cestoplana.
On the whole we may conclude that the nervous system is an important factor in form regulation in planarians and probably also in other species which possess it. And in my opinion it is important because it plays a large part in determining the functional conditions to which the various parts are subjected.
III. Discussion and Interpretation.
1. The Relation Between Function ~nd Form.
It has long been known that alterations in the intensity of functional activity bring about changes in the size of certain organs, i. e., hypertrophy or more or less complete atrophy may occur. Moreover, as various authors have demonstrated the relations of the structural elements of bone and tendon, organs apparently possessing a high degree of stability, may be COml)letely altered experimentally by altering the mechanical conditions, which in these eases are essentially the Nnctional conditions. In short, the form and structure of various parts is dependent in.greater or less degree upon the functional conditions to which those parts are subjected. The extent and importance of this relation and its significance with respect to the general problems of biology has not apparently been Nlly realized.
If the functional relation possesses any general significance we must regard the typical or >,normal,< form as representing in some degree a condition of physiological equilibrium, i. e. the relative sizes and proportions of parts are in greater or less degree an index of their relative functional activity. This is of course a matter of common knowledge, at least as regards certain organs.
In the presence of a surplus of nutriment this equilibrium may as is well known become more or less widely altered, i.e. certain parts may be more affected than others, though indefinite growth is prevented in most species by the limited capacity of the organs for the transformation of energy, this being of course one element in their functional activity.
In t-he absence of nutriment, however, other ,,regulatory<~ changes in metabolism occur and the physiological equilibrium is altered in a different direction. Nutriment for the organs is obtained from reServes if such are present, and in their absence or after their dis-appearance certain parts of the body furnish nutriment for others: in consequence certain parts may undergo more or less complete atrophy during starvation, their substance going to supply the deficit in other parts. Attention has often been called to the remarkable character of this ~) self-regulation << in that those organs least essential for continued existence are the first to undergo reduction or atrophy while those most essential are the last to be attacked.
In my opinion these facts demend a physiological not a morphological interpretation. There can be little doubt that the various degrees of persistence of organs during starvation is an indication of their relative functional condition rather than of their importance to the species, though intensity or constancy of flmction is an indication of the importance of a part. But the importance of these organs is the result not the cause of their functional condition.
It seems probable, moreover~ that we shall find the interpretation of the various aspects of ,>self regulation<< of metabolism, not in adaptation but in the laws governing physico-chemieal phenomena in general. The laws of chemical equilibrium and the recognition of the reversibility of katalytic processes are undoubtedly of the greatest significance in this connection.
Form and structure in gener:d are in the final analysis the visible expressions of dynamic conditions. In the organic world we may substitute ,functional<< for ,dynamic<: provided we use the term in its widest significance, not merely in tile narrow sense of the specialized activity of the differentiated complex which we commonly call an organ. We must therefore seek to interpret structure in terms of dynamic conditions or function; in other words morphological facts demand consideration from the physiological point of view.
The attempt to interpret organic structure as the direct result of chemical composition or molecular arrangement has proved unsatisfactory in many eases and especially in connection with regulatory phenomena. It is not improbable that certain so-called protoplasmic structures may be essentially of this, nature, but it by no means tbllows that all other organic structures are similar in character. In any ease the development of organic structure is essentially a functional process. The idea of ,formative substances<," while it may express in a general and naive manner certain correlations existing in the organism must, I believe, give way sooner or later to the idea of ,functional eomplexesr as the formative agents.
The quality and intensity of functional activity in a given part of a living organism depend essentially upon three factors, viz., 1) the functional capacity or functional potence; 2) the relation to other parts; 3) external conditions; or briefly put with respect to the organism as a whole they depend upon internal conditions and external conditions. The functional potence of the part is in itself the result of the structure, i. e., of the dynamic conditions in the part, the relations of its elements to each other and its past and present relations to other parts and to external conditions. The relative importance of the three factors must differ widely in different cases, but they are all more or less closely correlated. For example the functional potenee of a part or its relation to other parts may determine more or less completely the external conditions to which it is subjected. On the other hand external conditions or relation to other parts or both may determine the functional condition. It follows then that in considering the relation between function and structure in a given case we must take account of all these factors.
The phenomena of regeneration in general constitute a most important field for the analytic study of the relation between form and function. Here we often have it within our power to alter experimentally all three of the factors above mentioned and so to determine the relative value of each in particular eases. This to my mind is the most important aspect of this field: it affords the only analytic method for determining the physiological conditions involved in the development of form and structure. But since a large part of the work accomplished in this field has been dominated and directed by morphological rather than physiological conceptions the frequent failure to reach general conclusions of importance, or indeed any conclusions at all is perhaps not to be wondered at. On the other hand the conclusions of DamscH and other rico-vitalists remove the phenomena concerned from the proper field of science at least for the present. Such conclusions are, whatever else may be said of them~ so obviously premature in the present state of our knowledge as scarcely to merit consideration.
But postponing for the present further general discussion the important point is whether an'interpretation of the facts is possible from the point of view sugges%d above. In my Studies on Regulation (CItlLD, '02--'05d) attempts have been made in this direction, and in the following paragraphs I have endeavored by the analysis of further facts to extend and confirm the conclusions reached fl'om previous observations. The removal of a given part, e. g., the anterior or posterior end must alter internal conditions to a considerable extent in the regions adjoining the cut surface. In the first place a functional complex previously present is no longer present: since this complex was in organic connection with the parts remaining certain conditions previously present in these are now absent, moreover, stimuli and other changes of energy which were previously transferred from other parts to the part removed can no longer be so transverred. It follows that removal of a given part may alter to a greater or less extent the functional conditions in remaining parts; for example, removal of the head and ganglia in Leptol)lana alters the conditions in the posterior piece to such an extent that the reactions and motor phenomena in general are widely different fl'om those occurring when the ganglia are present. On the other band the removal of the head and ganglia in Pla~.a,'icl. mac~data alters the motor phenomen't to some extent yet they are still qualitatively very similar to those occurring in the presence of the ganglia, the alteration being largely quantitative.
If the change in functional conditions consequent upon the removal of a given part does not exceed a certain limit, the regions adjoining the part removed are subjected in consequence of the remoral to conditions approaching in greater or less degree those existing before removal in the part removed: this similarity in conditions may apply to both external and internal conditions or chiefly to internal. For example: af%er removal of the anterior or posterior end in Bipali~tm or Planaria. mac~data the terminal regions of the piece remaining are subjected to conditions somewhat similar to those existing in the terminal regions of the part removed. The anterior end of a headless piece of Plco~aria is subjected to external conditions more or less similar to those to which the old bead was subjetted; moreover, its relation to the other parts of the body is more or less like that of the head. Stimuli resulting from forward movement affect it first and are transmitted from it to other parts, etc. FunetionMly speaking it serves in some degree as a head. The ease is similar as regards the posterior end. After removal of the original posterior end the posterior region of the piece functions in some degree as a posterior end, or to put the matter more strictly its functional relations with other parts are more or less similar to those of a ,)tail~ or posterior end. As I have shown in various papers (CIIILD~ '04b, '04e, '05b, '05e) observation of the pieces is quite sufficient to demonstrate the correctness of these statements as regards motor phenomena and these play a large part in the functional activity of these forms and can undoubtedly be considered as to some extent an index of functional condition in the various regions. Furthermore these functional relations are intensified by the f-~ct that in the absence of a given part the motor phenomena in the parts adjoining that removed are often greatly increased in intensity. For example if the posterior half of Leptol)hu~a be removed and the anterior half strongly stimulated it attempts to move forward as a normal animal would move under such conditions, viz. by attaching the tail and forcibly elongating the body. But no tail is presen L consequently the posterior end of the piece functions in the most intense manner. I think it is not going' too far to say flint in such cases the part remaining >>attempts~: to use its posterior end as a tail.
In short we may say that where the functional complex is not too greatly altered by removal of a part a certain degree of functional substitution for the lost part takes place in the part remaining. In such a case as Ceslol)lc~a this functional substitution is very complete at the posterior end almost immediate]y after section. The posterior end of the piece serves as a ,,tail~ for attachment apparently almost as well as the original tail. In Lel)topla~tc+ the substitution at the posterior end is much less complete.
If the functional substitution of a part for the part removed involves a considerable region of the piece that region will undergo more or less redifferentiation according" to the degree of change in function. And here I believe the effect of what we may call practice must be considered. It is a fact of common knowledge that continued fnnction of a part in a particular manner results in more perfect function. As a matter of fact this change is probably fundamentally a ,redifferentiation~ ~, or a differentiation in response to functional conditions. Thus in these forms, provided substitution occurs to a certain extent, a-certain amount of redifferentiation takes place which renders possible a greater degree of substitution and so on until the functional substitution and the redifferentiation may both become complete.
Another point must also be considered here, viz. the size of the region involved in this substitution: if this region is relatively much smaller than the original part which it represents, increase in size, which is not essentially different from functional hypertrophy must occur if we admit that the relative sizes of parts are in some degree an index of their relative functional condition. In other words if the part undergoing redifferentiation is relatively smaller than the part which it represents or if marked change of form results fl'om the substitution, growth --usually proliferation will occur in it until it attains or approaches the size and form correlated with its relative functional condition as compared with other parts. The formation of the head in pieces of Bi29cdiwn is an excellent example of this case. In starving planarians this condition is not usually fnlly attained before death occurs since the relative atrophy of the other parts occurs with increasing' slowness as equilibrium is approached. Moreover, as I have pointed out, in connection with the postpharyngeal region of Cesto2)la~a (CmLD, '05b, '05c) the direction of the change may even be reversed in later stages of starvation where the functional activity of certain parts decreases.
In short redifferentiation occurs as the result of a Nnetional substitution of a larger or smaller part of the old tissues of the piece for the part removed; the substitution may be imperfect or incomplete at first and gradually attain completeness. In consequence of this Nnctional substitution the structure of the part involved is altered until it comes to resemble more or less closely that of the part renmved. In such a case little or no actual regeneration, i. e. formation of new tissue fl'om the cut surface will take place, simply because there is little or no adequate stimulus to growth in this region since it represents Nnetionally only the extreme terminal region of the part removed, other regions being represented by parts anteri~r or posterior (or lateral or oblique for these eases do not differ in principle). It is evident that the occurrence or non-occurrence of this flmetional substitution and consequent redifferention must be determined on the one hand by the thnctional and consequent structural specialization of the parts concerned and on the other by the alteration of the conditions due to removal of the part. Thus for example, in Bipcdi**m and Cestol)lana functional substitution is practically complete at the posterior end and scarcely a trace of regeneration occurs here, the whole process being one of redifferentiation. This is because the Nnetional conditions in the posterior region of any piece are not very widely different from those at the original posterior end and are not greatly altered by section. As regards the anterior end, however, the two forms differ widely: in Bipagium fimctional substitution is practically complete here also, and conditions are not greatly altered by section, since the headless piece functions in much the same manner as a normal animal. Hence practically no regeneration occurs, the new head being formed by rediffcrentiation, of the old part, involving to be sure extensive proliferation, but all posterior to the cut surface. In Cestoplana on the other hand the functional conditions in the piece are so widely altered by removal of the head that its reactions are much changed (See CHILD, '05b). Moreover it is clear that the head of Cestoplana is a more highly specialized functional complex than that of Bipalium since its removal brings about much greater changes. Functional substitution of the old part for the part removed is very imperfect, hence redifferentiation does not occur and indeed regeneration is possible only when the level of section is not far posterior to the ganglia.
Intimately connected with the process of redifferentiation of old parts is in many cases the change in proportion of the whole. In the planarians this consists commonly of a reduction in width and an increase in length of the body. This has heen regarded by MoI~-r and DRIESCH as one of the most remarkable features of regulation resulting in the return to normal proportions. I have shown, however for Steno.~toma (C~mD, '03a) and Lcptoplcma (CmLD, '04a, '0~b, '04c, '05a) that the change is largely mechanical and connected with the conditions resulting from movement. This becomes all the more evident when we consider that this change does not invariably bring about return to normal proportion but may, if the conditions of the experiment permit, proceed in the opposite direction (CHILe, '02, '05c), or may result in a form widely different from the typical (CIIILD, '04a). In general a direct correlation hetween the degree and kind of change and the mechanical conditions connected with motor activity can be established. Of course other thetots enter when we consider the relative size and proportions of particular organs, but for these eases the relative functional condition of parts affords a sufficient explanation.
The mechanical factor in these changes of proportion must not be neglected as it suffices to clear up many otherwise obscure phenomena, nor should it be confused with the more complex physiological factors of form-regulation. This confusion occurs in the term ,,morphallaxis,., employed by MOI~GAX. As used by him this term includes processes of widely diverse nature, as I have attempted to show in various papers. It is in no sense analytical and must therefore be abandoned. We cannot gain an insig'ht into the phenomena of regulation by grouping together factors of totally different kind and value.
b. Regeneration.
Turning now to the consideration of conditions which determine the occurrence of regeneration as opposed to redifferentiation we find them somewhat different.
It is evident that when a part such as the posterior end ()f
Leptoplana is removed the region of the part remaining which immediately adjoins the cut surface must be most affected functionally. It is brought into conditions both external and internal resembling those to which the extreme terminal region of the part removed was subjected. If under the conditions of the experiment other portions of the old parts do not become the thnctional representative of the part removed this region may come to represent its extreme terminal portion. In many cases undoubtedly a small amount of new tissue is formed in connection with the (.losnre of the wound as a result of the presence of the wound and without relation to functional conditions in other parts. This I have designated the initiatory stage of regeneration (CmLD, '05b). This small region resulting from the local proliferation becomes the only functional representative of the part removed and this represents only its extreme terminal portion. In other eases the regions immediately adjoining may react to the altered conditions and so also become involved: in any case, however, the reaction does not extend far fl'om the cut surface. Now redifl'erentiation or differentiation begins and is accompanied by localized proliferation, i. c., regeneration, and the terminal portion ~f the part removed -~ppears as what in commonly called ,.,new tissue,:. But with the formation of a functional terminal region the conditions for the formation of the region next adjoining it are established and so on until last of-all the basal region, i'. e. that region of the part removed which adjoined the eat surface is established and regeneration is qualitatively complete.. Each portion of the new part thus formed is at first relatively too small and continues to grow~ i. e., to undergo functional hypertrophy until physiological equilibrium is attained. The difference between this process and that of ..~redifferentiation<~ lies in the fact that in regeneration Nnetional substitution occurs only in regions immediately adjoining the cut surface or in the small amount of new tissue formed as the result of conditions immediately connected with the presence of the wound. Hence the proliferation does not involve any large portion of the old parts but is localized in this region and in the parts arising from it. In other words redifferentiation is the result of altered functional conditions in a considerable portion of the old tissue while regeneration is the result of altered functional conditions localized in the region immediately adjoining the cut surface.
Regeneration may of course be qualitatively and quantitatively complete or incomplete according" to conditions, e. g.~ the capacity of the tissues for growth, the relative functional activity of this region as compared with others~ etc.
With this interpretation it becomes evident at once why the terminal portion of the part removed is formed first--a general rule in cases of regeneration. No other interpretation~ so far as I am aware~ has offered any adequate explanation of this extremely important fact. Indeed HOL)[ES' hypothesis ('04) proceeds on file assumption that the opposite occurs. But taking the planarians as an example it is sufficiently clear that the functional conditions at the cut surface after removal of a part are more like those previously existing in the terminal region of the part removed than those in any other region of that part.
The interpretation also corresponds closely to the facts of observation: in Le2topla~a , for example, when we remove a posterior part there is no extensive functional substitution in the old part, but almost as soon as the wound has closed the very small terminal region begins to function like the tip of the tail, i.e., is used for attachment and in the manner characteristic of this region. None of the parts anterior to this, however, represent other regions of the tail. The establishment and functional growth of this new terminal region itself determines the flmctional conditions for the region next anteriol: to it and so on until the whole missing part is functionally present in the new tissue, though of small size. This interpretation will serve, I believe, not only for Planr~ria but for regeneration in general. The conditions determining redifferentation in the one case and regeneration in the other are to be sought in the functional specification of the tissues and in the degree of change in conditions resulting from removal of a part: these two factors are, however~ closely connected for it is evident that the greater the functional specification of a given region the greater the alteration in conditions consequent upon its removal and on the other hand the greater the functional specification of the part remaining the less likely it is to react by extensive redifferentiation.
The probability of the occurenee of regeneration as opposed to redifferentiation increases therefore as functional specification of the tissues increases or in other words the greater the degree of differentiation --the visible result of functional specification --the less likely is extensive functional substitution and consequenf redifferentiation. This conclusion also corresponds to the facts. A headless piece of Bipali~m~, for example, behaves much more nearly like an uninjured animal than does a piece of Cesto21ana from which the head has been removed just posterior to the ganglia (CIIILD: '055) and in Bipalhtm the new head arises by rediffcrentiation, in Cestoplana by regeneration.
Replacement of parts in Planc~ria simplleissima is wholly or almost wholly the result of regeneration~ while in P. ~mwulata only the terminal portions are regenerated, the other parts being' formed 5y functional substitution and rediff'erentiation of old parts. The fact indic~ttes~ according to the view suggested here, that the functional specification of parts is greater in t ~. sim)dicissimct than in P. mc/-c~data. To demonstrate this difference in fimctional specification would require too much time here. i need only say that Mon(~A~'S experiments with the two species show that a difference does exist. The fact that pieces from the prepharyngeal region may give rise in both species to heads at both ends and pieces from regions near the posterior end to tails at both ends in P. ,'im29[ieissimct but not in 1 '. maeulc~ta (M(pR~A~, '04a, '04b ) is an indication of the difference in functional specification. In short the posterior region in P. simp [ics is functionally nmre ;> tail-like << than the corresponding' region of I ~. maculcl&. I hope to consider the problem of axial heteromorphosis in Phmari(lns and other forms more fully in another paper.
It follows also from this view of the problem that redifferentiation and regeneration are not fundamentally different. Redifferentiation as the term is used in this connection is simply the result of a functional change involving a considerable region of the old part while in regeneration the functional change is localized at or very near the cut surface. The first structural step in regeneration is then a redifferentiation or a differentiation of a small part of the old region.
But very often practically no regulation occurs beyond closure of the wound: we have now to consider the determining conditions in these cases. In a large number of cases removal of a part is not followed by its replacement in any way. Removal of the anterior end in Cestoplana and Leptophtna by section at levels considerably posterior to the ganglia is an example of the absence of form regulation and in the higher animals the power of replacement of lost parts becomes more and more limited. This limitation is commonly regarded as the result of the specification or differentiation of the tissues to such an extent that they cannot react to the conditions consequent upon the removal of a part. While this view is undoubtedly correct for many cases, especially those in the vertebrates~ yet it is insufficient to account for such cases as the failure to reproduce an anterior end in such forms as Ccstolflana and Lcl~toplaJ~a and many others.
Here we know that the specification of the tissues is not such that it eammt react to altered conditions for extensive proliferation ,rod complete replacement of missing posterior parts occurs at the same levels at which replacement of anterior parts is impossible.
We are forced therefore to consider other factors in these cases. My observations on the close parallelism between the degree of regulation and the character of the motor reactions in several forms as well as the similar observations of LmLm ('01) on De,drocoeh~m afford a clue to the determining conditions in these cases. It is the degree of alteration in character and intensity of the functional conditions in the piece which is concerned here. When wc remove the anterior end from Ccstopbl~a or Lel~toplaaa at any other level than that immediately posterior to the ganglia or from Dendrocochem at levels posterior to the pharynx the functional conditions in the anterior region of the remaining piece are so far different fl'om those which determine the formation and persistence of an anterior end'that replacement does not take place; indeed after closure of the wound and the formation of a smatt amount of new tissue in the concavity.no further growth occurs, simply because there are no stimuli of any kind in this region adequate to bring about extensive development. Here we have to do largely if not wholly with a quantitative reduction in intensity of the functional conditions, though it is often difficult to draw the line between quantitative and qualitative differences. Between this condition and that of complete regeneration all intermediate stages may occur in one species as I have shown for Leptopla~a (CmLD, '04 C) and Cestoplana (CItlLD '05b).
The remarkable parallelism in such cases between the motor phenomena and the power of regeneration in the piece is to my mind of the greatest importance as indicating the close relation between formregulation and functional conditions.
In forms where the tissues are capable of reacting to changes in functional conditions an alteration in the quality of the conditions at least within certain limits, must result merely in change in the character of the form-regulation. Here we have the factors involved in so-called changes in polarity and in heteromorphosis which will be discussed elsewhere. The absence of form-regulation at the anterior end in postganglionie regions in such forms as Lcptopla~a and Ces'topla~za is clearly due at least in large measure to quantitative reduction in the intensity of the functional conditions. To sum up: the failure to replace lost parts by any definite structure may be due either to absence of adequate conditions of any kind, to the presence of conditions of such a character qualitatively that reaction by replacement is impossible, or finally to a high functional specification of the tissues rendering them incapable of responding by replacement of the part to the conditions present.
Thus far we have discussed the problem from the standpoint of the two processes regeneration and redifferentiation. It is evident from what has been said that there is no theoretical reason why regeneration and redifferentiation should not appear in various degree of combination. As a matter of fact regeneration is scarcely possible without some degree of redifferentiation involving' regions other than those immediately concerned in the formation of the new part and redifferentiation is usually accomplished by at least some slight degree of regeneration: all who have worked in this field are familiar with such a combination. Indeed the distinction between regeneration and redift'erentiation is artificial though convenient for practical purposes.
There are, however, certain eases in which the combination of regeneration and redifferentiation is very evident and these afford us the most suitable basis for discussion. Perhaps the most familiar as well as one of the best cases of this sort for purposes of illustration is that of Pla naria maculaia. The facts regarding this form have been reviewed above. Here only the terminal regions of the part removed are replaced by the formation of new tissue, the other parts being formed as the result of more or less extensive redifferentiation in the old tissues. This and other similar eases are merely the result of ineomplete funetional substitution in the old part. The region of the old part involved becomes the functional representative of a portion --the basal portion of the part removed while the functional conditions characteristic ot its extreme terminal region are localized at the cut surface. Proliferation occurs here in the characteristic manner, the tip of the new part being formed first and then the next portion, and so on until equilibrium is attained. I hope to show at a later date that even in Play,aria. ~naculata the relation between redifferentiation and regeneration varies to some extent at different levels of the body, and to give reasons for this difference. Whether in a given ease redifferentiation or regeneration plays the greater part is merely a matter of detail.
e. Other Processes of Form-Regulation.
While it is not the present intention to discuss these exhaustively since such a diseussiou would 'be practically equal to a consideration of the factors concerned in the development of form, certain eases of apparently unusual character are mentioned briefly.
One of these, the ease described by myself (CnlLU, '03b), where zooids and parts of zooids of Stc~os'toma. attached to the anterior end of an older zooid undergo complete destruction and resorption is of some interest. In the paper describing this ease the close relation of the process to the cephalic ganglia was established and the process was regarded as essentially functional in character, the older more active zooid undergoing flmetional hypertrophy at the expense of the younger zooids attached to it. Evidently position as well as age of the zooids is also involved, for the young zooids formed at the posterior end of an old zooid do not undergo such a resorption but increase even without tbod until equilibrium is attained. This relation is also functional in nature: a posterior zooid so long as in organic continuity with an older zooid in front of it is functionally a part of that zooid in many respects, and functional equilibrium is maintained as if no fission plane were present. An anterior zooid is not, however, a functional part of a zooid posterior to it, consequently if the latter gains the upper hand, i. e., if it becomes the dominant element Nnetionally speaking, a regulation occurs in which the younger anterior zooid disappears completely.
Another somewhat unusual ease is that of Clavellbta, described by DRIESCIt ('02), in which under certain conditions all visible differentiation disappears and from the apparently undifferentiated mass of cells a new complete individual arises. In this ease the disappearance of the old .structure does not differ from the degeneration of old parts which is frequently a prominent characteristic of redifferentiation: it is simply a reaction to altered conditions. Here, however, the mass does not lose the power of continued existence. As the result of the loss of specification it comes to represent a ,whole,,, this change being' rather negative than positive, in this relatively undifferentiated whole the conditions for renewed development are probably not widely different from those existing in the embryo --i. e., provided the mass actually does lose its specification to the extent that DaIESCII asserts. As yet neither Dr:rEsell nor any one else has given us an exm. As is well known the observations of Dmt~:scl~ ('99) on the ,loeMization of morphogenetie processes,, constituted the basis for his theory of the >:.autonomy of vital processes~.
I believe that DamscH's conclusions follow logic:ally from his premise% but his premises are based on what seems to me "is well as to many others a total misconception of the character of the phenomena observed. According to the views expressed in the present paper the problem of the localization of structure~ is essentially the problem of the h,eMization of Nnctioual conditions and this problem presents no insuperable obstacles to solution.
The present discussion of this probIem is, however, confined chiefly to one typical ease, viz. the position of the new pharynx in form-regulation in planarians.
Cestoplana and Planaria maculata aflbrd us the best illustrations. In both of these forms the position of the new pharynx varies according to the level of the body from which the pieces are taken. In the most anterior pieces the pharynx appears near the posterior end, and it approaches the middle as the level of the piece approaches the old pharyngeal region: in Cestoplana it is far anterior to the middle in all postpharyngeal Archly f. Entwicklungsmech~,uik. XX.
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pieces in which it appears; in Planaria maculata, however, its position in postpharyngeal pieces varies, but is never posterior to the middle. I have already discussed this question of pharyngeal position in connection with Cestoplana (CmLD, '05C) and refer to this discussion, considering only a few fundamental points here.
In the first place the position of the pharynx is determined by the localization of certain functional conditions. In the papers referred to evidence has been brought forward to support this point. Secondly, pieces from the prepharyngeal region behave differently from postpharyngeM pieces; in short they react in a manner more characteristic of the anterior region while postpharyngeal pieces behave more like postpharyngeal parts of the body. In each ease the posterior region of these pieces is subjected in consequence of the operation to conditions approaching those characteristic of a postpharyngeM region and the anterior end to conditions characteristic of a prepharyngeal reg'ion. The posterior region of the prepharyngeal piece becomes functionally a postpharyngeM region and the anterior region of the postpharyngeM piece becomes functionfdly a prepbaryngeal region. Now the portion of each piece involved in the change will depend l~trgely ~ on the originM functional specification of the tissues for that will determine in large measure the conditions to which the respective ends are subjected. In a piece from the region just behind the head prepharyngeal conditions are so far dominant that onl): a small posterior part can become functionally postpharyngeal. As we approach the region of the old pharynx prepharyng'eM conditions become less intense and a larger part becomes Nnetionally postpharyngeal. In postpharyngeal pieces on the other hand postpharyngeal conditions are so f'tr dominant that the functional change is limited to the anterior region, in Ce.stol~h~mt very small, in l~'lctJtaria larger and v-~riable according to level.
In typical uninjured specimens the pharynx is at or near the middle of the body. In these pieces undergoing regulation the region between the Nnetionally prepharyngeal and the functionally postpharyngeal parts is the ,,funetional middler and it is here that the new pharynx always appears. I am inclined to believe that functional conditions connected with the intestine are chiefly responsible for the formation of the pharynx but this belief does not alter the ease in any way. There is, moreover, in the motor reactions of the piece a visible indication that the functional changes are as described. Here then localization of a morphogenetic process is in one sense a simple matter.
The position of the new pharynx in Planaria simplicissima posterior to the old part in prepharyngeal pieces and anterior to it in postpharyngeal pieces, which MORGAN finds so puzzling is thus readily understood.
The localization of growth in the regenerating" tails of fishes (MoRGAn, '00e, '02) in regard to which MORG~tN advances his peculiar theory regarding' tensions, which I confess I cannot grasp, is undoubtedly to be interpreted on a functional basis. The functional activity of a strongly forked tail is very different from that of a rounded tail as may readily be observed. In regenerating tails the growth is always most rapid where the functional conditions are most intense. If we (~ould induce the fish to alter the manner in which the tail functions or attempts to function after cutting' off the tip, a tail of different fbrm would regenerate.
These cases are, I think, sufficient to show that the problem of the localization of morphog'eneti(, processes does not necessarily lead us to take refuge in ~italisln. The psychological problem with which every theory must sooner or later reckon remains of course untouched. In sttort, though it may be possible at some future time to demonstrate the existence of a vitalisti(' or autonomistic factor in connection with fimction, there is no ground for belief that we can accomplish this directly with structure. Changes in the general external conditions do not 1)ring' about specific form-regulation in most animals as they do in plants. Some of the lower attached ibrms, e. g., the hydroids, whose conditions of life are more or less similar to those of plants do however show such a reaction in greater or less degree. In ti~e motile ibrms localized conditions, e. g. the conditions at the anterior and posterior ends of a moving piece of Play,aria may play some role in determining the result though I am inclined to believe that they are comparatively unimportant~ for in many cases these pieces of Planarir if leI~ undisturbed show scarcely a trace of movement and may even become enveloped in slime until the new head and tail have appeared.
In any ease, however, the external conditions are effective only as they bring about changes in the internal conditions: it is these latter which determine the result in the organism.
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IV. Critique and Conclusion.
While it is beyond the purpose of this paper to enter into any extended criticism of other theories of regulation a brief discussion of one hypothesis which superficially at least resembles my own is necessary. I refer to a paper by ttoL~ES ('04), a most interesting contribution, but containing I believe certain inconsistencies which make the hypothesis suggested untenable.
Many of the ideas expressed in the general introductory discussion are similar to my own, the importance of function being emph~ts-ized. The conception of ~soeial pressure,<~ i. e., the influence exercised on a cell by its fellows, as the determining factor in differentiation is developed. In these respects his hypothesis is based on the same general principles as my own, though differences of detail exist. ItoL.~ms' analysis of the relation be- @o@o@ tween the cells is~ however, widely different fl'om mine. HOL.~IES takes as starting point the assumption that the org~mism is a symbiotic community and self-regulating. He defines form-regulation , as an expression of the effort to attain a condition of functional balanee~, (p. 277). This definition is somewhat similar to my own conception of the process, though I should avoid the use of the word >,effort,s. The eases of symbiosis between the hydra and alga and between the fungus and alga in a lichen are discussed as examples of self-regulation in symbiotic communities. These eases are scarcely pertinent to the matter in hand because the regulation here is merely quantitative not qualitative. But even if we proceed on the basis that the organism is a symbiotic community, accepting HOL~LES' premises, I believe we cannot logically reach his conclusions.
As an illustration of his theory he gives a diagram which I have reproduced (Fig. 63) and discusses it as follows: ,,Let us imagine an organism made up of a number of differentiated cells, each of which derives some advantage from some substances produced by the contiguous cells, and giving out some substance upon which the contiguous cells are more or less dependent. We will suppose that in addition to these differentiated cells, there are scattered through the body numerous indift%rent or embryonic cells whose multiplication is held in check by the others but which upon the removal of any part respond to the functional disturbance by growth and multiplication near the place of mutilation. We may represent our hypothetical organism graphically by the following diag'ram in which the differentiated cells are represented by the larger circles A, B, C, etc., and the indifferent cells by the smaller circles between them. Each cell such as A contributes something utilized by B, G, and .F~ and derives something in return from each of these sources. :Now suppose A is removed; the indifferent cell lying' near by, no longer held in check by the same stimuli as before, begins to grow and develop. What line of differentiation will it most naturally take? Owing' to the symbiotic relation subsisting between the cells differentiation in the direction of A will be most favored as this secures the advantages which A received. In other words this will be the direction of developme~t along which social pressure will tend to guide it. And the result will be a regeneration of the missing part~, (p. 282).
It seems to me that this is exactly what will not occur under these conditions. If all the cells A--F are symbioti,"Mly correlated then removal of one of them, A, must affect all the others, i. e., the whole comldex is altered by removal of one of its members. It is perfectly clear that the ,~social pressure~, of the altered complex will not be in the direction of differentiation of the indifferent cell into something like A but in some other direction, in other words the indifferent cell cannot replace A but will form something' dift'erent. Moreover, since all the cells were dependent upon A in some degree the removal of A will probably render continued existence impossible for some of them and their place will be taken by the undifferentiated cells but these will also develop into something different because the ,,social pressure, is altered. It is perfectly evident that no regulation in the sense of replacement of a missing part could occur in such a complex.
The diagrams may, however, be used for strictly quantitative processes. If we suppose that A--F represent a series of organs symbiotically dependent and we remove a half of one of them, A for example, then the ~social pressure<,, may conceivably bring about hypertrophy by development of undifferentiated cells in the half of A remaining. But even here there is no certainty that the reduction of A may not alter the other elements of the complex to such an extent that the ,social pressure,< will be different. Moreover, the assumption that the differentiated cells hold the indifferent cells in check seems to me wholly gratuitous. It is difficult to understand on a functional basis why these cells should be there if they are constantly subjected to inhibitory conditions so long as the organism is uninjured. If they are present their presence in different forms must be due simply to the absence of adequate stimuli to further development~ but their existence must just as certainly be the result of positive not negative conditions. Fig. 64 .
The most essential condition of all as I conceive it for the replacement of a lost part is-that the removal of the part shall leave the essential functional conditions of the complex which concern the part much the same as before: as I have shown in the preceding section alteration of these conditions beyond a certain limit makes replacement impossible. To retm'n to HOL3~ES' diagram, replacement of A can occur only when the relation is largely one sided, i. e., when A is dependent on B--2 ~, but these latter are not to any marked degree dependent on A. In this case and in this case only will the ~,social pressure,, force the undifferentiated cell to differentiate into something like A.
As I have said above, HOLLIES' hypothesis will serve us only for quantitative not for qualitative conditions. The symbiotic selfregulation from which he starts is quantitative not qualitative: regulation in self-regulating machines to which he also refers is likewise quantitative. In the paragraph following that quoted above HOLI~IEs attempts a mere specific application of the hypthesis. The two diagrams to which he refers are reproduced here as Figures 6~ and 65 . The discussion is as follows: ,,We will now attempt to apply our theory to the regeneration of a more complicated organism such as a planarian. When the head of a planarian is cut off the anterior end of the body, as is well known, begins to regenerate a new head. The 1)rocess is one of extreme complexity, but may be interpreted according to the principle that we have just applied. For the s:tkc of illustration we will suppose that regeneration is cffected by the development of new tissue in front of the cut and its transformation into the missing part. --In the diagram the differentiated cells are represented by circles containing' letters, the indifferent cells being indicated as before by circles of smaller size. Wc will suppose the body cut across in the position of the dotted line (Fig. 64 of present  paper) . The indifferent cells behind the cut being subjected to new conditions of stimulation owing to the functional disturbance set up grow and multiply, producing a mass of tissue at the anterior end of the body, as is shown in Figure 3 (Fig. 65 of present paper) . This mass of cells is differentiated into a new head through the influence of the posterior piece. How is this transformation effected? We may assume that each of these cells is totit)otent --capable of developing into any kind of cell of the body of the animal. The line of development a cell of this mass takes is a function of its sociM pressure. Let us consider the cell d which occupies the same position in relation to the cells i; J, K as w~s occupied by the cell D in the entire animal. The cell D, ex hypothesi, was in a position of simbiotie relationship with these cells. It will therefore tend to differentiate in the direction of D. In the same way the new cell will tend to differentiate by virtue of its social pressure into a cell like E, and so on, the row of new cells just in front of the older cells behind the cut end differentiating by virtue of their environment in the same way as their predecessors. The next row in e. 3[. Chnd front of these will then be under the same necessity of differentiating into cells like those which occupied the same situation in the entire animal. As soon as the cells are started to develop in a certain way by virtue of the social pressure of the cells behind them they begin to exert a sociM pressure upon the cells in front, and those in turn will exercise directive influence upon the next anterior series~ and so on. The process will go on until the new cells are worked over into the form of the missing anterior end. When this has been effeeted there is a fnnctional equilibrium attained which inhibits further development~ (p. 282--284).
As a matter of fact not only in ptanarians but ill other forms as well differentiation occurs in tile opposite direction. Moreover~ differentiation of the tip of the new part may be far advanced before the base has even beeu formed. This is the case in Plam~ria simt)licissimc~ and in L(_~toplal~a . The new tissue formed first develops into tile terminal portion of the regenerating part. This filet-has been so often stated and is so well established that every hypothesis of regulation must t'd~e it into account.
Moreover, in this attempted explanation HoLm,:s tacitly throws over his symbiotic h)l)othesis , for he assumes that only the cells behind those which are differentiating have any effect o~ them. According to his own premises the removal of tlic head ought to bring about profound changes in the social pressure in the old p:~rts, yet he assumes that it does not and that conditions in the old lmrt remaiu unaltered so far as those affecting the head region arc concerned. :kceording to my conception it is quite necessary that these conditions do remain essentially unaltered~ but according to H()l,~[ss' hypothesis of symbiotic relations thes: cannot, in short when an attempt is made to apply tioL~l~s' theory it is evident that a onesided relation, not a symbiotic relation is necessary for the replacement of a particular part. ~[n HOLSIES' discussion of heteromorphosis and morphallaxis certain points also require criticism but since these are less Nndamental discussion is postpaned.
It is, I think, sufficiently demonstrated that in the first place HOLS~Ss' conclusions do not follow from his premises and secondly that his conception of regeneration at least does not accord with the facts. In a strictly symbiotic org'anism regulation must be either merely quantitative or else must involve a change in all parts and the establishment of a new equilibrium different from the old, i. e., the formation of an organism differing qualitatively in both new and old parts from the original. Confusion on this point is largely responsible for the point of view adopted in his paper.
Perhaps it is due both HOL~IES and myself to state that the idea common to both of regulation as functional eqnilibration was developed in entire independence of each other. The essential fcatm'es of the hypothesis advanced in the present paper were formulated and partial statements were in print o1" in press at the time tloi,m~s' paper appeared. The diff'erenee in our ideas of the method by which functional equilibration occurs are probably sufficient evidence of independence.
In certain papers which have only reeently come to my notice the botanist KLm:S ('03, '04) has stated conclusions very similar to those expressed in my Studies on Regulation and in the present paper, hi plants however, the general external conditions exercise a much m~)re impc)rtant and direct influence in altering internal conditions than in most animals. Certain simple sessile animals, however~ e. g., the hydroids, approach the plants in these respects.
The fact that independent workers in different fields are reaching similar conclusions with regard to regulatory phenomena possesses a cert'dn significance as indicating a real advance.
In conclusion I desire to suggest a definition ,,f regulation which justifies the retention of the word, to which objection is often made in consequence of the special meaning with which DluEsctI has invested it. This definition does not differ greatly from that of HOLMES although our ideas are quite different:
Regulation consists in the return or approach to physiological or functional equilibrium after such equilibrium has been disturbed.
[t is clear that according to this definition the phenomena usually included under the head of form-regulation are merely special eases of regulation in general. In these particular eases Nnetional conditions are such that great changes in structure follow the disturbance of equilibrium. Moreover, regulation may occur without the replacement of a missing part or the formation of any other part in its place: It is well known that removal of a leg in animals where regeneration does not occur is followed by extensive regulation in various portions of the complex remaining. A satisfactory definition of regulation must include such eases as well as those in which the part is replaced, I believe with HOLMES that the life of an organism is a continuous series of regulations; some of these are accompanied by extensive alterations of structure and form, others are not, according" to conditions involved.
According" to this view also the phenomena of regeneration, redifferentiation, etc. are not phenomena sui generis but are simply special manifestations of the power of growth and development existing in organisms, their special form depending upon certain special conditions. I hope in later papers to develop these ideas further and to apply them to other cases of regulation.
V. Summary.
A complete and consistent summary of the paper is scarcely possible since the paper is in itself in a sense a summary. The following are, however, the .most important points. 1) l%gulation may be defined as consisting in the return or approach to physiological or functional equilibrium after such equilibriton has been disturbed.
2) The planarians serve as an excellent basis for the consideration of the problem of form-regulation since they exhibit various processes and degrees of form-regulation combined in various ways. Moreover, in these forms we have in many cases in the motor reactions of pieces and the relation between form-regulation and the nervous system, a clue to the character of the changes in fnnetional conditions resulting fi'om section and their localization.
3) The processes distinguished more or less artificially as redifferentiation and regeneration can be interpreted on a functional basis and it is possible to distinguish more or less exactly the conditions which determine the occurrence of one or the other. 4) Other processes of form-regulation are like these merely special eases and must be investigated as such.
5) Replacement of a lost part can occur only when the functional complex remaining retains the essential conditions of the whole so far as this part is concerned. Alteration of the functional complex beyond a certain limit leads to the establishment of a new equilibrium which may be accompanied by complete reorganization, heteromorphosis: or partial or total failure to replace the part removed.
